Summer Activities
Incoming Kindergartners
Read a bedtime
story with a
grown-up and retell it in your own
words. Discuss a
funny way to
change the
ending.
Make the Sign of
the Cross while
leading the
family in prayer
for a full week.

Find 10 “animals”
in the clouds
while lying on
your back with a
grown-up.

Write your first
name correctly
(not all capital
letters!) 10 times
in wet sand or
dirt.

Count aloud to 20
to a grown-up
saying each
number
correctly. Then
count 20 objects
correctly.
Practice
successfully
knotting then
tucking in your
shoe laces 10
times...bow tying
is great too!

Sort a big pile of
toys and explain
to a grown-up
how you grouped
them.

Practice the
vowels in your
first name on
Starfall.com

Go on a nature
hike or bike ride
with a grown-up
in search of
animal homes
Discuss what you
observe.
Sort all the
shoes in your
house and
determine how
many. Discuss
with a grown-up
more, less, and

Watch a
construction site
for several days
and discuss the
progress. Can you
name any
machines?

Taste a new food
that you may
have thought was
too yucky to try

equal to

Successfully
dress in your
uniform without
any help 10 times.

Name at least
10 animal babies.
Ask a grown-up
to help you find
out the baby
name for your
favorite animal.

Sort and graph a
pack of M&Ms or
fruit snacks
discussing more,
less, and equal to
with a grown-up.

Sort the dirty
laundry by colors
with a grown-up.
Then help put
them away
correctly.

Go on a scavenger
hunt finding
objects for all
the letters in the
alphabet

Find a statue or
image of St.
Mary while at
church.

Sing the ABC
song while
touching the
named letter 10
times.

Draw your
favorite anything
three times
improving it each
time!

Practice the
consonants in
your first name
on Starfall.com

Cut a bowlful of
confetti then
enjoy throwing
it...and cleaning it
up!

Take the stairs in
three different
places and
discuss more,
less, or equal to
with a grown-up.

Practice writing
name, numerals,
and ABCs on a
soaped up shower
wall.

Identify and
name numerals 020 on a
restaurant menu.

Students completing 5 activities in a row in any direction will receive a teacher prize.
Students completing cover-all will receive an Out-of-Uniform certificate.
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